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Professor Blight on Capitol
Events and Confederacy
Claire Jiang ’24
News Associate

On Thursday, January 14, Yale
Sterling Professor of History, African American Studies, and American Studies David W. Blight spoke
to Lawrenceville students to discuss the January 6 riots in the U.S.
Capitol. Blight, who has previously
joined the Lawrenceville community as the 2017 Weeden lecturer and
on many other occasions, is a notable scholar of American history.
His work include Race and Reunion:
The Civil War in American Memory
and Frederick Douglass, Prophet of
Freedom, among others.
History and Economics Teacher
Regan Kerney H’49 ’95 ’98 ’99 ’03
’11 began the lecture by recapping
the events of January 6, when an
armed mob stormed the U.S. Capitol in an attempt to overturn the
election, halting Congress’ certification of the 2020 presidential electoral ballots. Kerney shared that five
people were killed and dozens more
injured; this was the second time in
American history that a seizure of
the Capitol was made.
Following an introduction of
Blight, Interdisciplinary Department Co-Chair of the Interdisciplinary Studies Program Erik Chaput H’20 also requested that Blight
discuss the impact of the Confederate flag in the Capitol for the first
time in American history, as well as
the “age of Trump and the rise of
neo-confederacy that has been connected to his presidency.”
In response to the January 6 mob,
Blight said, “I personally found the
photograph of the person carrying
the Confederate flag in the capitol
to be the most stunning thing of
that night. It just struck me—it was
painful to see.”
Blight then connected the Confederate Lost Cause to the January
6 mob, which “believes in something they have been learning from
and living by ever since the 1980s—
a genuine contempt for government

Blight delivered a lecture to Lawrentians.

The Aftermath of
the Capitol on
Politics

Yewon Chang ’23 and
Helen Liu ’22 explore the
divides in the Democratic
and Republican parties
following the events at the
Capitol.
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itself.” He continued by generalizing the central themes upon which
lost causes build themselves. “Lost
Causes know what they hate…[the
mob] hates liberalism as they define
it. They’ve come to hate the black
and browning of America, they’ve
come to detest immigrants of color,
and above all they hate the government. This is a lethal mix of beliefs
that they’ve come to transform into
a story. All Lost Causes only stick
around because it becomes a powerful narrative, a story that explains
everything,” he stated.
Blight then spoke on the effects
of January 6 on the Republican
party. He noted that the Republican party may reunify in opposition
against major legislation proposed
by the Biden administration, explaining that “what unifies a party
is something to be against…It’s
possible that the party could break
into two, [but] I wouldn’t write its
epitaph now.”
However, he noted that “our history does show us a number of cases
that when our political party breaks
apart, the union itself is in some
danger. Those political parties are far
more important than people wish
they were.”
Next, looking at the Biden presidential administration’s role in unifying America, Blight said, “Biden
is walking into one of the most difficult historical moments any president since Lincoln has faced. It’s
comparable to FDR in [1952] and
Obama in [2008]...He has to talk
about healing and unity. However,
you can’t have healing and unity
without justice...This is one of those
classic layered crises that you don’t
want to miss. Crises are to be used
for great change.”
Reflecting on the events in the
Capitol, Blight concluded, “Here we
are again, trying to understand what
[is] happening in America. [We
are] living through an extraordinary
historical moment. I think it’s safe
to say that we are living through a
shock of events.”
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Xiomara Hall ’92 Reflects on
Martin Luther King Jr.’s Legacy
and the Value of Service

Courtesy of The Lawrenceville School

Xiomara Hall ’92 addressed the School community.

Sabrina Yeung ’22
This past Wednesday, January
13, Xiomara Hall ’92 spoke to
the community at school meeting
for Lawrenceville’s celebration of
Martin Luther King Jr. (MLK).
Hall’s speech was the first of four
events in the new community service initiative led by the MLK Day
Committee for Martin Luther King
Jr. Day 2021.
While at Lawrenceville, Hall
was a member of the Perry Ross,
Stanley, and McPherson Houses.
She received her BA from Hobart
and William Smith Colleges and
her Masters in Educational Leadership from Columbia University.
Currently, she works as the Director of Middle and Upper School
Admissions at The Chapin School
in New York as well as a supervisor
for the Student Global Leadership
cohort.
Hall began her speech by reciting Langston Hughes’s poem, “Let
America Be America Again.” After
her recitation, Hall shared that the
power of the word “yet” in the poem
struck her, specifically Hughes’s
invoking of “yet” when talking about
how “America was not America
yet.” Hall explained that she found
“unmistakable parallels with [King,
who] believed [that] for America
to be truly great, it would have to
keep its founding ideals as promises
to [all], no matter their historical

disenfranchisement.”
Following her discussion of
Hughes’s poem, Hall transitioned
into a reflection on current political
events, sharing that she was still in
the “place in-between.” She explained
that this “place in-between” was
analogous to the “place of yet” that
Langston Hughes wrote of in his
poem. Despite her belief in hope and
eventual common ground, Hall said
the hope that she had been hearing
since the events on January 6 was
“a way to gloss over the patterns
and responsibility of recognizing
the past” instead of being “rooted
in facing history to learn from it.”
Hall then reflected on King and
his words on service, community,
and hope. She emphasized that King
implored people to remember that
the “ultimate goal of service is to
build a beloved community.” King’s
impetus for service, she explained,
was not using hope to avoid the past,
but instead that we could keep our
promises for the future as long as we
honestly faced our past.
“Service isn’t about charity [or]
philanthropy...The end result [of
service] is reconciliation, redemption,
beloved community, [and] the type of
spirit and love that can transform oppressors into friends...overwhelming
love that doesn’t seek return–the only
love that may well be the salvation
of our civilization,” she said.
Hall then encouraged Lawrentians
to be “deliberate in [their] quest to

get to the bottom of understanding
history [and] to understand and challenge your own mindset of service to
be of service to others.”
To that end, she asked community
members to think on the following
questions when engaging in service
and discussion: “What will be your
service? What stories will you elevate
that are unheard? How will you
disrupt the system? What healing
and grieving will you make space
for, not rushing away from history
but deliberately moving towards it?”
At the conclusion of her speech,
Hall returned to the concept of the
place in-between, stating that although she was still in the place of
yet, she knows that she will return
to hope. “When I return to hope, I
will have a new song to sing myself,”
Hall said, finishing her speech with
a performance of “Feeling Good” by
Nina Simone.
Reflecting on Hall’s speech, Kylan
Tatum ’21 said, “I really enjoyed Ms.
Xiomara Hall’s speech, specifically
how she challenged common misconceptions about [MLK]. MLK Jr.
is one of the most misunderstood
figures in history, and his legacy is
often molded to fit more moderate narratives. Through a masterful
combination of poetry, song, and
analysis, [Hall] inspired us to truly
live out MLK’s Jr. legacy, not the
one that is frequently commodified
and oversimplified for the sake of
American comfort.”

Breaking Gender
Roles

Animals and Pro
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How the fashion industry is beginning to
break traditional gender
constructs, and how this
effects cultural changes
and creative expression.
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An examination of the occasions where animals have
interfered with professional
sport games: rebellious pigeons, three-legged alligators, kangaroos, and more.
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Exploring Longstanding Historical Patterns

wo weeks ago, carrying confederate flags and weapons,
rioters stormed the Capitol
as Congress certified President Joe
Biden’s victory. Representatives were
hurriedly ushered away as rioters
smashed windows and pushed through
doors. The United States—and the
world as a whole—watched in horror
as the insurrectionists (in truth, the
terrorists) stormed the halls, rifled
through the contents of lawmakers’
offices and desks, and proudly waved
the Confederate flag in the Capitol
(an unprecedented violation of that
building). Yet this riot and the recent
unrest in the United States is not as
abrupt or surprising as it may seem.
In order to begin to move forward and
heal as a country, it is crucial to understand that the rioters are a reflection
of long-standing historical patterns of
upholding white supremacy—Trump
merely lit the match for a pre-existing
bonfire.
The insurrection on January 6th,
first and foremost, was a violent and
treacherous manifestation of Trumpism, a modern mixture of populism
and white supremacy. Trump incited
his supporters just before the riots, using his speech at a rally to “give them
the kind of pride and boldness that
they need to take back our country.”
Yet that sentiment—the need to “take
back” the country—has been central to
Trump’s platform long before January
6th. Trump rose to power by preying
on the fears of (predominantly) white
people who felt as though their grip on
society was slipping, giving white supremacy a proud and public voice. He
used “dogwhistle” phrases to directly
appeal and communicate with that target audience. For example, his slogan,
“Make America Great Again,” implied
a return to an isolationist society that
catered to white Americans, and nearly 62 million Americans responded to
that promise in 2016. Throughout his
presidency, he continued to call on and

defend supporters such as white supremacist groups like the Proud Boys
and even the Capitol rioters. Yet this
age of Trumpism and violence is nothing new; rather, it’s a more explicit and
obvious version of what’s been going
on for decades.
Our country has endeavored in two
major attempts to build a nation true to
its promises: both Reconstruction and
the Civil Rights Movement ended in
disappointment as the country reverted to white supremacy. After the end
of the Civil War came the mass emancipation of Blacks in the country, but
with the assassination of Lincoln, and
subsequent failure of Reconstruction—
hope was quickly extinguished. The
monstrosity of Jim Crow, upheld by the
Supreme Court in 1896, the overt usage of Social Darwinism to justify unchecked free-market economics during
the Gilded Age, and the fallacy of the
Lost Cause all contributed to an overt
attempt to reestablish and maintain
white power. This was embodied by
the return of the KKK and the country’s lackluster response; instead of a
launching a massive federal effort akin
to Grant’s 1871 KKK Act, the country
faltered in the face of domestic terrorism. This type of inaction contributed
to atrocities such as the Tulsa Massacre
of 1921, which saw the most prosperous black neighborhood in the country burned down by a mob of angry
whites (aided by city officials). Thus, in
the hundred years between Emancipation and the Civil Rights Movements,
white supremacy was firmly embedded
in American society.
While our country celebrates the
successes of the Civil Rights Movement, we likewise forget the aspects
of modern conservatism that rejected
Dr. King’s Dream through more coded
methods. As the black community rose
up against injustice in a more forceful
way, responding to the assassination of
Dr. King, the crackdown on the Black
Panther Party, politics swung right,

and voters, white voters in particular,
were more than happy to embrace social changes that reverted the society
back decades. The black community
watched in despair as the dog-whistle
politics of cleaning up neighborhoods,
being tough on crime, waging a war on
drugs (by attacking drug users), and
making America great again overtook
the nation. Unsurprisingly, a man who
former President Trump holds in high
esteem, Ronald Reagan, used this rhetoric, and played a major role in instigating these policies. The over-policing
of black neighborhoods, mass incarceration, campaigning against affirmative
action in schools and jobs and even attempting to veto the 1987 Civil Rights
Restoration Act on claims of “reverse
racism”—these are the seeds of Trumpism, and the values of his supporters.
Thus, when many decry that Trump
has forever tarnished the party of Reagan, they overlook the fact that Reagan
may have packaged his policies under a
lighthearted and palatable facade, but
the effects of these policies are exactly
what Trump has advocated for.
With the Biden administration
comes an opportunity for change; however, we cannot move forward from the
Capitol riots or the events leading up
to it without understanding their historical basis. The permeation of white
supremacist doctrine into the fabric of
American history means that we must
not only come to terms with blatant
attempts to capitalize on these sentiments, but also the way modern politics
has coded racist language. In reality,
schools across the United States (both
public and private) must adapt history curricula to reflect who we are and
where we come from. If this new generation is able to recognize historical
patterns and their modern-day manifestations, they will be better equipped
to fulfill the promise of our multiracial
democracy.
-JH, LW, CC, JC, CL, AS, AC, JH

lowers. He publicly asked his supporters to come to Washington, and march
to the Capitol along with him. That
afternoon, after an even more inflammatory rally, an angry mob of Trump
supporters, various extremist white
supremacists, and anti-government
groups battered the police, broke into
the Capitol,
left
five

people dead, and cast a dark shadow
over the end of Trump’s Presidency.
George Packer, a writer with The Atlantic, observed that in small, overlooked towns and rural areas, there was
“a collapse of traditional sources of authority and of meaning, the church, the
union, the company, the newspaper, the
political party...People were looking for
an identity, a narrative, and villains. And Donald Trump
provided them with all
three of those
things.” Trump’s
views were an
escape from
reality
for
many people, and his
Tweets,
capable of
reaching millions, inspired and
could
have continued
to inspire
riots
like those
of January
6.
Acknowledging that
there should
be limits of free
speech on social media is a pivotal step in
determining where we need
to draw the line in order to
maintain safety. Two days after

the attack on the Capitol, Twitter permanently suspended Trump’s account.
However, the problem reaches far beyond Twitter, and the company considered the ongoing implications with
various audiences off-line. Trump’s two
Tweets were considered a violation of
Twitter’s “Glorification of Violence”
policy. In response, Trump used his
government’s account on Twitter, POTUS, to denounce Twitter’s actions as
a violation of his First Amendment
rights, rigidly accusing Twitter of
conspiring with “Democrats and
the Radical Left.” However, The
First Amendment only prevents
Congress from passing laws that limit
free speech and does not apply to private companies. Given that the effects
of misusing social media apps are detrimental and a serious reevaluation of
social media sites’ management is long
overdue. Otherwise, people will continue to exploit the benefits of social media. Before messages are released from
influential people, especially those
who hold public office, the companies
should look over them to ensure that
hateful and inaccurate speech are not
available to the masses. It is crucial that
social media sites manage the damaging content people on their apps produce, so we never have to face again the
horrifying disarray we did on Wednesday, January 6.

Social Media: Balancing Free Speech and Dangerous Ideas
Liza Strong ’24

O

n Wednesday, January 6,
the United States witnessed unbelievable acts
that stunned and shook a nation
already on edge. The history of a
peaceful transfer of power was upended. The deadly siege of protestors storming the U.S. Capitol raised
urgent questions about the security
of our democracy. Many of these
problems are rooted in social media and the consequences that come
with sharing a post. Although some
social media sites have made strides
to stop people in power from driving
violence on their apps, more action
needs to be taken to mitigate the
growth of falsifications, especially
those spread by figures of authority
to a wide audience.
Social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter allow individuals to
spread manipulative narratives with
phenomenal ease. Cynthia M.Wong,
a former senior internet researcher
specializing in human rights watch,
described Myanmar’s crisis in the film.
Facebook manipulated public opinion
and helped incite violence against the
Rohingya Muslims. These Muslims
were subject to “mass killings, burning
of entire villages, mass rape, and other
serious crimes against humanity” that

led to 700,000 Rohingya Muslims fleeing the country. These horrific crimes
began in the form of hate speech on
Facebook, and as figures picked up
tremendous momentum, offline harm
occurred. In Myanmar, people were
easily seeking out others who believed
the same as them, reinforcing those
positions. Alarmingly, that is exactly
what has been happening in our country. Claire Wardle, who works with the
Berkman Klein Center for the Internet at Harvard, elaborated that entire
information ecosystems of “falsehoods
and conspiracies…are ricocheting
from politicians, down to [one’s]
next-door
neighbor…[and]
Facebook groups.” If our democracy doesn’t have a shared
set of facts, we can’t continue
to function.
Trump’s social media
tone adds to our society’s polarization,
and he uses his
immense platform
for the worse. The
events that happened on Wednesday were not spontaneous. Trump repeated the idea
of a stolen election to his followers through his social media
platforms, publicly engaging in
unfiltered riling with his fol-
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Democrat: Finding the Balance

Yewon Chang ’23
Opinions Associate

O

n top of a deadly pandemic, the largest global
recession in decades,
and the violent aftermath of
Trumpism, an ideological crisis
now plagues the Democratic Party. Despite Joe Biden’s presidential
victory, the 2020 elections exacerbated the sharp divide within his
party; after losing 15 seats in the
House of Representatives and 225
seats in state legislatures, the progressive new guard and the moderate old guard now openly point
fingers at one another. Progressive
Representative Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez of NY-14 dismissed
defeated Democratic incumbents
as “sitting ducks,” blaming their
lack of outreach and digital campaigning. In response, moderate
Conor Lamb of PA-17 accused
the association of all Democrats
with “unpopular” progressivism,
such as “defunding the police,”
that caused Democratic losses
in swing districts. The true reason for the Democrats’ loss lies
somewhere in the middle: while
traditionally centrist (and even
right-leaning) voters chose Biden
to oust Donald Trump, they still
honored their conservative preferences by voting Republican on
legislative and congressional ballots.
The upcoming midterms vastly
differ from 2018. With no Trump
to rally against, Democrats risk
losing control of Congress. Hence,
with higher stakes and expectations in 2022, Democrats’ survival
entirely depends on balancing the
new and old: progressives and
moderates, grassroots mobilization, and middle-of-the-road bipartisanship. Only by reforming
strategies and ensuring successful
legislation through a multifaceted
approach can Democrats expect
success in the coming years.
If the Democratic Party is to
remain united, progressives and
moderates must find a way to
coexist and collaborate. It is true
that many Americans generally
support progressive ideas such as
Medicare for All and the Green
New Deal—expansion of affordable, government-provided health
care and a more aggressive approach to climate change—but
are wary of the progressivism associated with the proposals themselves. Instead, they are likely to
back more moderate alternatives,
such as Public Option, which
would not overhaul all private
insurance as Medicare for All
would, and Biden’s climate plan,
which includes less lofty targets
for carbon-neutrality and would
cost significantly less to implement compared to the Green
New Deal. By passing policies
that appear moderate in comparison with progressive ideas, while
still heading towards the same
general goal, both factions of the
party benefit.
Although easier said than done,
progressive and moderates need

to stop squabbling and start responding to the specific problems
that plague them. Moderates do
suffer from misinformation campaigns; Republican strategists
boasted of their effective assault
on Democratic candidates with
labels such as “radical socialists,”
a sweeping and entirely inaccurate generalization which hurts
centrists in swing states. OcasioCortez rightfully says that progressives won while remaining
true to their beliefs; however, they
were running in safer, Democratfavoring districts, and thus could
afford to be bolder. Meanwhile,
progressives are right in that the
Democratic Party must change
and strengthen its outreach tactics. Specifically, the old guard
must learn lessons from Trump’s
aggressive, and effective, outreach
campaigns and further their appeal to a new generation of technology-friendly young voters.

cent of the electorate, beating out
the 87 percent turnout in white,
working-class precincts. It was
Abrams’ focus on voter protection
resources and increased voter registration that allowed Democrats
to clinch the presidency and Senate—and the party would do itself
a great favor by continuing and
expanding Abrams’ grassroots approach in future elections.
The final key to a Democratic
victory would be the party’s performance over the crucial next
two years of recovery. As absolute
party-line voting can never be
guaranteed of all Democrats, they
have no choice but to return to the
challenge of reaching across the
aisle. Realistically, bipartisanship
is currently
impossible
for major
issues
such as
g u n
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The 2022 Democratic strategy thus requires a case-by-case
examination: with a widening
spectrum of voters hailing from
lower-income, minority-majority
areas to affluent, heavily white
areas, Democrats cannot use one
progressive or moderate strategy
for 435 congressional districts and
50 states.
Established moderates’ common strategy has been to encourage centrists in key swing states to
vote for them—this often involves
focusing on middle-class, white
centrist Midwesterners. Their efforts have been effective to some
degree, with Biden winning back
Michigan, Wisconsin, and Pennsylvania from Trump. However,
the absolutely crucial strategy for
a “blue 2022” lies in the recent
grassroots mobilization of black
voters. An overwhelming 87 percent of African-Americans voted
for Joe Biden—most notably in
Georgia. With 73 percent of black
Georgians leaning Democrat, the
efforts of former gubernatorial
candidate Stacey Abrams helped
cement the blue flip by propelling Democrats Jon Ossoff and
Raphael Warnock to the Senate.
Despite runoff races traditionally
favoring Republicans, Abrams
encouraged a turnout equal to
93 percent of the turnout of the
2020 general election in precincts
where black voters were 80 per-

control, affordable healthcare, and
climate reform—the ideological
split between the two parties runs
far too deep. However, Biden’s art
of compromise can make a difference in less controversial topics.
In an age defined by fierce, destructive partisanship, even brief
bipartisan cooperation on moderate bills would be symbolic and
encouraging to a divided, cynical
America. And there still remain
Republican senators willing to
overstep party lines and allow
Democrats to narrowly pass the
necessary bills—Lisa Murkowski,
Susan Collins, and Mitt Romney
have already shown they are open
to compromise on the Senate
floor. Such deals will be moderate—but if united moderates and
progressives help restore bipartisanship to Congress, the party’s
greater approval and majority in
2022 will allow their joint agenda
to continue enacting meaningful
change.
The bottom line: progressives
and moderates need to realize that
they are all interdependent political allies, sharing in the leadership
of the post-Trump age as one
party. To succeed in 2022, Democrats must abandon all intra-party
insults and spats; they must unite
themselves before leading the efforts to unite a fractured America.

Republican: A New Beginning
Helen Liu ’22
Opinions Associate

T

he attack on the Capitol shocked the U.S. as a
whole, but it was especially
disastrous for the Republican Party.
Since his nomination in 2016, Trump
has defined the presidency with his
own brawling, populist image. But
while many Republicans have long
been uncomfortable with Trump’s
nationalist politics and abrasive style,
they turned a blind eye for the sake of
party unity. However, Trump inspiring his loyalists to assault the Capitol
is a step too far. As Donald Trump
Jr. himself explained to a rally crowd
soon before the Capitol riots, “this
isn’t their Republican Party anymore.
This is Donald Trump’s Republican
Party.” The right-wing extremists can
not be

put off any longer; centrist Republicans can no longer turn a blind eye
to their violent rationalization—the
riots were a failed coup, and each
Republican should question whether
they will be complicit in the attempted dismantling of American democracy. In the coming weeks and years,
the Republican Party must rebrand
itself, creating a distinctly separate
identity from the far-right extremism
of Trump’s Republican Party.
The Republican Party’s strength
has always lain in its ability to present a united front and consolidate
support towards a single political
platform. For the past four years,
that support has favored Trump. For
four years, conservative politicians
and media outlets banded together
and set their differences aside as the
Democratic Party hindered its own
progress in ad nauseam conflict. Yet
now, the growing fracture in the Republican Party is slowly destroying
that united front.
Already, signs of cracks within the
Republican Party and its allies are
beginning to show. While more far
right-wing news outlets like Newsmax continue to pander to Trump’s
conspiracy theories of a rigged election, Fox News, previously a staunch
supporter of Trump, changed its
tune in light of Trump’s push to
undo election results. Since the Capitol riots, 10 Republicans have voted
to impeach Trump, Mitch McConnell has begun to condemn him, and

Mike Pence has reportedly had a falling-out with Trump. As the previous
Senate majority leader and Washington’s most powerful Republican, McConnell’s increasingly critical view
of Trump could ease the transition
for other GOP lawmakers turning
against him. Increasing numbers of
previously Trump-supporting Republicans are turning on the President, distancing themselves and the
GOP away from the notoriety of the
Trump-led party.
However, at its root, the Republican Party’s divisive factor is not President Trump, his claims of election
fraud, or the Capitol riots. The issue is
that there is a worryingly large, growing number of people who support
Trump and his extreme platform for
one reason or another. Once Trump
leaves office, there will be another
Trump, with similar stances and a
similar personal image, manipulating the same voters. There is a common thread of an “us versus them”
ideology present in radical rightwingers, whose irrational fears
and suspicions are only further
exploited by Trump. His toxic
rhetoric legitimizes hate-fueled
extremism and brings it to the
forefront of the Republican
Party. Only by confronting the
present hatred can centrist Republicans redefine a party image
separate from Trump. Only by
isolating the extremists and rebranding the Republican Party
will Republicans decrease the
chances of another Trump rising
to power.
This is a pivotal moment in
the GOP’s history, where each
Republican must decide whether
to continue down the current
destructive path or veer away. While
the party certainly has the possibility
to spiral into pro-Trump extremism,
this is an opportunity for the Republican Party to break away from Trump’s
divisive and destructive rhetoric. Both
the upcoming Trump impeachment
trial and later Republican primaries
will prove to be key moments in the
fight for the soul of the Republican
Party. McConnell and reliable Senate Republican allies will have to
refocus the party on maintaining democracy and driving out the party’s
fever-swamp conspiracists. Yet not
only must Republicans draw a clear
line regarding morality and reassert its faith in facts, but it must also
consider the policies and priorities of
a post-Trump era. The most feasible
transformation would be a more socially moderate, fiscally conservative
platform that is business-oriented,
advocates for economic freedom and
enterprise, and has strong military
ties—a return to an older version of
Republicanism. Should Republicans
succeed in rebranding and distancing themselves from Trumpism and
right-wing conspiracists, they’ll regain
a sense of legitimacy and potentially
open themselves to more bipartisan
projects. Should they cling to Trump
and continue to follow him, Republicans risk an implosion or complete
transformation of their party.
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Lawrenceville Adapts
MLK Day of Service
Jasmine Zhang’ 23

The Martin Luther King Jr. (MLK)
Day Committee has adapted Lawrenceville’s annual MLK day of service
to a series of meetings spanning from
January 13 through March 27. The
MLK Day Committee, consisting of
Student Council Community Service
Representative Lauren McKinnon ’21,
Josh Cigoianu ’22, Ari Codjoe ’21, Zack
Finnacchio ’21, Director of Community
Service Rachel Cantlay P’07 ’09 ’11, Associate Director of Community Service
Elizabeth Ferguson, Associate Director of College Counseling Beth Foulk,
Religion and Philosophy Teacher Nuri
Friedlander, Dean of Diversity, Inclusion, and Community Engagement Rick
Holifield, and Assistant Strength and
Conditioning Coach Kelly Wise, has
been working hard to develop an immersive and interesting program. After a
brief introduction to the series at school
meeting last Wednesday, students had
the chance to select a topic of their interest from the following groups: education, hunger, poverty, environment, social
justice, senior citizens, special needs, and
public health.
Reflecting on the new format of MLK
Day, McKinnon commented, “The mission of this program is to create an environment where students can foster an
understanding of the communities we
serve. In doing so they’ll be able to create more meaningful service and a more
meaningful understanding of themselves
as volunteers.” She believes this year’s
program will give students a needed reflection period to “prepare for service and

provide training and understanding prior
to conducting service, an important part
that has been missing in prior years.”
According to McKinnon, each topic
group will consist of around 120 students who will meet on February 17 to
hear a presentation specific to their topic.
During the session, each group will go
over current and historical issues about
their selected topic, including their issue’s background, prominence, and relevance today.
For the next session on March 26, Finacchio explained how each topic group
will break out into smaller groups with
around 12 students per group and a student leader facilitator “with experience
and training in community service and
diversity work.”
Finally, in the final session on March
27, each group will be joined by a community partner. Finacchio noted that
although the community partners have
not been officially selected yet, the MLK
Day Committee is working on “reaching
out to organizations they have worked
with in the past.”
While no one will be able to perform
in-person service this year due to the
virtual Winter Term, McKinnon is sure
this year’s virtual program will be just as
effective and meaningful, and she hopes
that future service representatives will
continue developing this program. “It’s
definitely sad that we won’t be able to do
in-person service this year and help up
organizations that appreciate our time
and our help, but at the same time, this
is a really good opportunity to capitalize
on the understanding of service that we
need to solidify,” she said.
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Zhang Becomes Regeneron Scholar
Ian Lee ’24
& Sameer Menghani ’24

This past week, Michael Zhang
’21 was selected as one of the top
300 scholars in the Regeneron
Science Talent Search (RSTS) for
his project “Development of Silver Nanoparticle Decorated Zinc
Oxide Arrays for the Portable and
Label-Free Detection of Opioids
in Liquids.” RSTS is one of the
oldest and most prestigious science competitions in the nation
in which some of the top student
researchers from across the country
are selected as top scholars.
For the past few summers, Zhang
has been working on using nanotechnology to design a small chip
that can detect dissolved opioids
in water to create a product that is
“more portable and easier to distribute than current drug-detecting
systems.” Explaining his project,
Zhang said, “The idea behind it
is that you can have these sensors
implemented across the U.S. so
that you can map out which areas
are suffering from opioid abuse the
most.” According to Zhang, the invention provides a clearer picture
so that “if we need a rehab clinic
or any kind of medical assistance,
we know where the opioid crisis is
happening and how we can target
it.”
When entering the competition,
Zhang wanted to inform people of
the opioid crisis. “This is a topic that
doesn’t really show up that often in
high school projects [or] university

projects, so I just wanted to make
people aware of this problem…as
well as my solution,” he said.
In the beginning stages of the
project, Zhang spent his time developing an original prototype in
a lab. Although Zhang could not
work in a lab in-person due to
Covid-19, he found a quick workaround through using simulations,
which helped him to develop his
project with even more freedom
than before. “I was able to ask questions like, ‘What happens if we use

Mike Zhang ’21.

a different material? What happens
if we use a different structure?’ and
answer those questions using simulations,” he explained.
For Zhang, the hardest part of
completing his project was “constructing a working solution.” Even
with an idea in mind and foundations in nanotechnology from his

earlier research, it was still difficult
for him to “figure out how to manipulate chemistry to get to a solution.”
As an inductee of the top 300,
Zhang is most excited about the
community of fellow scientists that
he will meet. “The other people
who are selected are all very motivated and [they have] all identified [solutions] for their respective
challenges. It’s a big honor to be a
part of this group,” he commented.
Reflecting on his love for re-
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search and science, Zhang said,
“The heart of meaningful research
is service. At the end of the day,
research doesn’t mean anything if
it doesn’t help people. Having the
ideas is half the pie, but the question of how you deploy it to communities that need it most is the
biggest thing.”

Welles Grant Recipients Present Project Ideas

Tiffany Yeung ’22
& Autri Basu ’23
News Associates
& Sahas Chodhari ’24

This past Tuesday, January 12, Lawrenceville announced this year’s recipients of the Welles Award. Established
in memory of William Bouton Welles
’71, the award provides funding for an
III or IV Form student to pursue one
of their academic interests over the following summer. This year’s recipients include IV Formers Arnav Aggarwal, Kyle
Baek, Ashley Cohen, Jai Dalamal, Jess
Fernandez, Karolina Majewska, Summer Qureshi, Layla Shaffer, Hawkins
Sutter, Tesia Thomas, and Richard
Zhou, along with III Formers Sally Lee,
George McCain, Kyle Park, Christabelle Sutter, and Daniel Zhu.
Aggarwal first thought of his project
idea in sixth grade, which is “to create a
smart pillbox that will help people remember to take their medications.” His
inspiration for this project comes from
his grandmother, who often forgets to
take her medication on time.
Growing up in California, Baek
“knew a lot of immigrants [who] worked
very hard to establish themselves in [his]
community.” By making a podcast highlighting their stories, he plans to “bring
into light immigrant entrepreneurship
and how it plays a vital role in making
California an economic hub.”
Majewska will similarly be creating
her own podcast, “The Eye Opener,”
hoping to inspire families that “don’t
know boarding [schools] [exist] or don’t
think they could fit in or afford this
type of education” to consider boarding
school as an option for their children.
Aside from podcasts, Cohen, who
runs an organization called Helping

2020-2021 Welles Grant Recipients.

the Hunger Virtually, plans to use the
Welles Grant to “compile a short film
of the effects of Covid-19 on food insecurity in San Diego [and to] put hunger on politicians’ radars.” She believes
that “one of the best ways we can root
out hunger from our communities is
through governmental change, so [she]
will be making the film and sending it to
government officials...to hopefully drive
systematic change in [her] community.”
Dalamal will be looking at the fashion
industry and the steps it has taken to become more sustainable, focusing on the
environmental impact of various clothing materials. He plans to research and
compare the economic differences of
using materials that are sustainable and
unsustainable to determine how they affect production costs and profitability.
Within the field of education in both
New Jersey and beyond, many awardees
plan to pursue projects that will help
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enhance the educational experiences of
minority groups. Inspired by her introduction to biculturalism during her Fall
Term Muralistas of Mexico final project, Fernandez will be using her grant to
make a documentary that will “focus on
the experiences of bicultural students on
campus and more on their relationship
with their identity and culture.”
Qureshi, on the other hand, hopes
to use writing as a means to document
the voices and stories of Syrian refugee
children. She decided to use her Welles
Award to make a “two-week workshop
[and] to build a platform for these kids
to share their experiences.”
Drawing from his own experiences
with hearing loss as a child, Zhu wants
to raise awareness for public school elementary students with hearing loss
through “researching and surveying the
special education system.” He plans to
interview speech and hearing therapists

and to connect with families who have
had similar experiences.
The Sutters also hope to improve the
learning skills of children, only through
puzzles. They will be creating a puzzle
exchange in the Princeton-Trenton area,
as they found that doing puzzles “improves short term memory, problemsolving skills, short term memory, and
visual-spatial awareness, especially in
young children.”
Zhou plans to create study materials
for students who are a part of the New
Jersey Seeds program to help them adjust to private high schools from public school or middle school in general.
“With the pandemic, everything is going to be a lot harder...That transition
from a public, low-income middle
school to a private high school is a big
environment change, so I want to make
sure that it is an easy transition,” he said.
For her project, Thomas plans to use

the Welles Grant and the Mindstorm
EV3 kit to pursue a project that will allow students in Tanzania with limited
exposure to Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM)
education to have a starting point in
engineering mechanisms.
Lee will be coding an online game
designed to help younger students learn
Harkness skills. On receiving the award,
she said, “I’m very grateful for the acknowledgement and support that I got
for promoting my project, especially due
to [my] being able to complete a project
that can really benefit the community
using my passions.”
Other Lawrentians hope to use the
grant to address social issues specific to
their own communities. Growing up in
New York City, Shaffer noticed that “the
Hudson River was one of the few parts
of the city unaffected by construction.”
By talking to various nonprofits around
the city, she will examine the effects
of New York City’s plastic bag ban on
levels of microplastics in the Hudson’s
waters.
Park will be using his grant to travel
to the island of Jeju in South Korea,
where he will be interviewing Haenyeos,
a group of adept female divers, and specifically look at their impact on the island’s “transition from a patriarchy to a
semi-matriarchy.”
On the other side of the world,
McCain plans to dive deeper within
American politics and investigate the
stock returns of different senators, as he
believes that senators have an obvious
advantage in the market over the general population. He plans to interview
senators “who have played substantial
roles inside this issue and senators...
who have been accused of insider trading.”
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Finding Beauty in the Little Things: The Science Behind Sunsets
Grant Shueh ’23
Features Associate

From TJ’s runs to spikeball games
in the Circle, I’ve spent time thinking
about the little things I miss about
Lawrenceville during this remote
Winter Term. Everybody treasures
something different, but I personally
find myself missing Lawrenceville
sunsets more than anything else. As
a day student during the pandemic, I
spent more time than usual outdoors,
which meant seeing a sunset almost
every day. Usually, sunsets are not
too spectacular around Lawrenceville—the sky becomes a progressively darker shade of blue until it fades
to black—but the good ones have to
be the best sunsets I’ve ever seen.
On a particularly chilly evening,
my friend and I watched a beautiful sunset through the window of
our house, ultimately deciding to
brace the cold and view the sunset
up close from the flagpole green.
Watching the last red-golden rays of
the sun stretch above the horizon, I
wondered what caused these vividly
hued twilights. I was also reminded
of both the beauty of sunsets and the

cliché of their beauty. Given that
anybody with functional eyes can
observe sunsets, it’s likely that every
interesting quality about them has already been identified, discussed, and
over-analyzed—especially
by
poets. However,
my advantage over
long-dead
writers
waxing
poetic
over the
a e s thetic
perfection of
sunsets
is the ability to understand what
makes them beautiful. I’ve never
ascribed to the Romantic idea that
scientific understanding somehow detracts from natural beauty;
in fact, a good sunset is made all
the better knowing what causes it.
Before exploring the science
of sunsets, it’s helpful to first
understand what makes the sky
blue. Sunlight contains all colors
of the rainbow, and a phenomenon

known as Rayleigh scattering is
responsible for the color of the
sky. Think of nitrogen and oxygen
particles in the sky as little mirrors.
These molecules scatter and reflect
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blue and violet light, which
contain the shortest wavelengths
out of the colors we can see. These
colors do not penetrate directly
through and reach the ground;
instead, they ricochet off of nitrogen
and oxygen molecules, creating the
appearance of a blue dome above us.
Our eyes aren’t great at picking up
violet, which has a higher frequency
than blue light. If we were better at

that, we would see the sky as purple.
At sunset, sunlight has to pass
through a thicker layer of the atmosphere and travel a greater distance
to reach us. The higher wavelength
light gets scattered
out,
leaving
us with the
fiery reds
and oranges of
sunset.
Air
is
filled
with
aerosols,
like dust
and dirt.
When water vapor adheres to these aerosols,
they swell to a size we can see with
our naked eye; as the number and size
of aerosols increases, sunsets tend
to be more muted and dull-colored.
The time of year and seasonal
changes play a significant role in
the appearance of sunsets. At the
Earth’s middle latitudes, where
Lawrenceville is located, November
through February produces the most

vividly-hued sunsets, resulting from
a confluence of atmospheric conditions. Tropospheric aerosols in the
lower atmosphere serve as a blanket, blocking light from reaching our
eyes. In colder months, there’s less
water vapor and therefore less tropospheric aerosols, which means the
sunset color appears purer and more
vivid. Students tend to retreat into
their rooms as the temperature drops,
missing Lawrenceville sunsets at
their best. While it’s tempting to stay
indoors in the winter, I’d recommend
at least checking out a few winter sunsets—trust me, it’s worth it.
For as long as I can remember,
I’ve always admired sunsets, especially the ones at Lawrenceville. Just
as understanding the Canada goose’s
revival from extinction helps me appreciate them when they fly past, understanding the conjunction of multiple phenomena to create twilight’s
vivid hues certainly enhances my appreciation for a nice sunset. As I count
down the days until we’re back on
campus, I’ve realized that—whether
it be TJ’s runs or spikeball games
or even sunsets—it’s oftentimes the
little things that matter the most.

Olla Pod Team Embraces a New Look for the 2020-21 Yearbook

Olla Podrida Editors-in-Chief: Libby Ford ’21, Houston Kilby ’21, and Claire Rubenstein ’21.

Sara Xu ’22
Features Associate &
Kyle Park ’23
Sports Associate

From choosing the font of the page
numbers to determining ripped or
straight edges for page templates, the
three Editors-in-Chiefs (EICs) of
this year’s Olla Podrida (Olla Pod),
V Formers Libby Ford, Houston
Kilby, and Claire Rubenstein, have
been working hard to plan each detail of the 2020-2021 yearbook. Although Olla Pod only publishes once
every school year, the team is responsible for organizing and designing over 400 pages for the yearbook.
In addition to the efforts of the
EICs and faculty advisor Pierre Sardain, who steers the overall project, staff members and their respective executive leaders also play a
significant role in the publishing process.
“Most of the year we bother people
for quotes and photos, but at the end
of the year when [the yearbook] actually shows up in the mailboxes and
students pick it up, they appreciate
it. There’s kind of this magical aspect
about it—you don’t see all the work
happening during the year, and then
[all of a sudden] it’s here,” Sardain said.
With Covid-19 restrictions on
campus, the EICs anticipated making
significant changes to the Olla Pod.

Whether it be the all-School photo
or unmasked student candid, the primary challenge they faced was a lack
of content. In addition, the Olla Pod
is typically organized into categories
such as sports or student life; but this
year, in response to the pandemic, athletic teams were unable to compete,
and student events such as convocation
primarily occurred in a virtual setting.
To address these challenges, the
EICs worked with Sardain to structure the yearbook chronologically
rather than categorically, providing
more organization in terms of the
events that occurred each month. Furthermore, inspired by the concept of
collages, they came up with a scrapbook theme for this year’s yearbook.
“We wanted to find a way to portray
the different perspectives and experiences of Lawrentians, whether they
were remote or in-person,” Rubenstein
said. Ford added that the scrapbook
theme would add a more personal
touch to the Olla Pod, allowing more
students to “contribute to the yearbook
in their own way.” On the new theme,
Kylan Tatum ’21 said, “In the past, the
yearbook has felt a little bit impersonal,
[so] I like the idea of having it be more
welcoming—it’s more of a scrapbook
and less of a professional photo album.”
To align with the scrapbook theme,
the Olla Pod team decided to have V
Formers design their own senior pages
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for the yearbook, whereas in the past,
they took official portraits on campus, wrote a short blurb, and took
group photos with friends. While this
change requires V Formers to invest
more time into creating their collages, the EICs believed that making
personally-customized pages is better
suited for this school year, since the
V Form could not take their official
portraits or group photos on campus.
With this new theme, students can
include photos of their sports teams,
artwork, family, friends, and any other

Hard at work on Zoom!

images that reflect their Lawrenceville experience. “Since seniors are designing their own pages, when I flip
through the yearbook in forty years,
I’m really going to remember each
person, what they stood for, and who
they are,” Mackenzie Bunnell ’21 said.
V Formers can also choose to have an
individual page or share a spread with a
friend. Sydney Chun ’21, one of the Senior Page Executives, recalled that seniors have already begun to brainstorm
fun, interactive ideas for their pages. “I
think it will be really exciting to see how
people get creative in terms of showcasing their high school journey,” she said.
This year’s Olla Pod will also place
a greater emphasis on current events
than in past years. “People look at
these yearbooks one or two weeks after school ends and don’t look at it
again for another 25 years,” Ford said.
Be it the Covid-19 pandemic, election
news, or the Black Lives Matter movement, Kilby noted, “Only having one
or two pages to cover these significant
events was not going to be enough.”
To aid this process, Olla Pod created a new journalism team that would
specifically focus on collecting relevant
photos, student quotes, and fun polls
of the student body to documents the
impacts of these circumstances on the

School community. Caroline Steib ’22,
a member of the journalism team, said,
“We’re making light of the situation
but also giving people the opportunity
to reflect on how different this year has
been from past years at Lawrenceville.”
The hybrid Fall Term and remote
Winter Term have also affect the
club itself, as team members were
unable to use online programs and
discuss templates together in the office. One of the Executives of Parent Ads, Stephanie Kim ’21, said, “If
we want to explain how something
should be done [to our staff ], we have
to describe every action [of the task]
rather than just showing them, and
there’s more room for error that way.”
Moving forward, the Olla Pod team
plans on meeting weekly to continue
their work on the yearbook, especially
focusing on the cover design, senior
pages, and parent ads. As an EIC, Kilby
has most enjoyed “getting a glimpse
into all the different lives at Lawrenceville and seeing how diverse our
campus is in interest and passion.” The
team is excited to tell Lawrenceville’s
unique journey through 2020-2021 in
the Olla Pod, as Rubenstein emphasized their hopes of “getting outside of
the Lawrenceville bubble but still including the Lawrenceville perspective.”

Courtesy of Claire Rubenstein ’21
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Beyond the Gender Binary: Fashion’s New Movement
Adeline Zhou ’23

For centuries, the clothing we
dress ourselves in has not only ensured comfort and survival, but has
also served as a canvas for creativity
and self expression. At times when
words are inadequate, we turn to alternative methods of expression to
make a statement. Fashion designers nowadays use their shows to
convey messages that both mirror
and encourage worldly changes.
Lately, the fashion world
has been pushing against
gender labels within the
industry. This budding
change perhaps serves
as an important spark
for social change, and
the adoption of gender fluidity in the ways
we dress marks a crucial
first step towards improved gender equality.
Clothing and its many
benefits have been relevant
for a significant part of our
existence; its dynamic with
society is constantly changing, growing to be more
than a means of modesty
tailored towards specific
genders. For example, the
“s-bend” corset, a fashion
trend that influenced the 19th
century, encouraged elegant
posture and tiny waists at the
expense of comfort. In stark contrast to corsets, blazers and suits,
clothes that are often regarded as
masculine and “boxy,” have grown
more popular amongst women in
fashion. The dichotomy between
what fashion had been and has

become only emphasizes its fluidity and ability to respond to social
constructs.
While the range of women’s
clothing has expanded from proper
corsets and gowns to include a variety of
“m a s c u l i n e ”
clothes,
the confines of
mens
fashion
h a v e
y e t

to
be
broken. In the past, it was almost
unheard of to see a man in flowy,
delicate pieces of clothing. Blind
adherence to the traditional male
image soon became labelled as
“toxic masculinity.” Translated into

the fashion industry, the ongoing
controversy surrounding men in
femine attire and accessories, and
the prevalent usage of masculinity as a marketing tactic, highlight
how toxic masculinity remains a
relevant issue. But while these expectations for men are still largely
present in 2021, many have come
to recognize them as problems
to be addressed. Hence, fashion
is undergoing metamorphosis
once again.
More frequently today, we
see women and men designing pieces that contradict traditional gender trends. Jermey Scott, creative director
of Moschino, directs shows
featuring men decked out in
feather boas and shirts made
of fishnet, items that are virtually interchangeable across
genders. Raf Simons, Belgian
fashion designer and creative
director at Jil Sander, Calvin
Klein, and Christian Dior, is
one of the many designers
known to explore gender fluidity in fashion. His first Calvin Klein collection featured
both male and female models
within the same show, something
uncommon within the fashion industry. Simons is also known for
hiring male models with a slimmer
and leaner physique rather than
those with more muscular bodies. Guests of the show have said
that it was hard to differentiate the
models’ genders, which was exactly
the designer’s intention.
To those who are consumers of
fashion, the boundaries of styling are also expanding. Celebri-

ties who aren’t directly involved
in the fashion industry have aided
in changing the existing image of
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masculinity. Timotheé Chalamet is
best known for stealing the show
in his Haider Ackerman pieces
worn at red carpet events. Although these pieces are still “suits”
by definition, they are often more
colorful—some are even embellished with rhinestones. Moreover, in East Asia, a recent surge
in popularity towards androgyny
and more delicate-looking idols is
also a step towards another realm

of men’s fashion. The breaking of
gender norms in fashion is quickly
becoming an industry-changing,
global movement.
Despite the somewhat progressive shifts to modern day culture,
beyond the fashion industry, traditional gender stereotypes are still
prevalent. Former President Donald J. Trump stated that he prefers
that his female staff “dress like
women,” an opinion that can
be interpreted as an attempt to
confine women to an “ideal”
image. Gender inequality is
ubiquitous. Additionally, frequent implications that “boys
don’t cry” within Western
households proves to have
a scientific toll on the male
ability to express emotion.
A meta-analytic review on
the differences in emotion
expression amongst different
genders conducted Yale University shows that adolescent
girls show more externalized
and positive emotions whereas boys show more signs
of anger and internalized
emotion. Through fashion,
designers and consumers
alike are able to express those emotions with increasingly less restrictions.
Gender equality beyond the
fashion industry is still far from
satisfactory. However, by making
minor improvements upon the
standards, images, and labels we are
born with, the titans of the fashion
industry will continue to play a key
role in nurturing the art of creative
expression that reciprocates the
changes within our culture.

Special Feature: Amanda Gorman’s Inaugural Poem
“The Hill We Climb”

Let the globe, if nothing else, say this is true:
That even as we grieved, we grew
Amanda Gorman
That even as we hurt, we hoped
When day comes we ask ourselves,
That even as we tired, we tried
where can we find light in this never-ending shade?
That we’ll forever be tied together, victorious
The loss we carry,
Not because we will never again know defeat
a sea we must wade
but because we will never again sow division
We’ve braved the belly of the beast
Scripture tells us to envision
We’ve learned that quiet isn’t always peace
that everyone shall sit under their own vine and fig tree
And the norms and notions
And no one shall make them afraid
of what just is
If we’re to live up to our own time
Isn’t always just-ice
Then victory won’t lie in the blade
And yet the dawn is ours
But in all the bridges we’ve made
before we knew it
That is the promise to glade
Somehow we do it
The hill we climb
Somehow we’ve weathered and witnessed
If only we dare
a nation that isn’t broken
It’s because being American is more than a pride we inherit,
but simply unfinished
it’s the past we step into
We the successors of a country and a time
and how we repair it
Where a skinny Black girl
We’ve seen a force that would shatter our nation
descended from slaves and raised by a single mother
rather than share it
can dream of becoming president
Would destroy our country if it meant delaying democracy
only to find herself reciting for one
And this effort very nearly succeeded
And yes we are far from polished
But while democracy can be periodically delayed
far from pristine
it can never be permanently defeated
but that doesn’t mean we are
In this truth
striving to form a union that is perfect
in this faith we trust
We are striving to forge a union with purpose
For while we have our eyes on the future
To compose a country committed to all cultures, colors, characters and history has its eyes on us
conditions of man
This is the era of just redemption
And so we lift our gazes not to what stands between us
We feared at its inception
but what stands before us
We did not feel prepared to be the heirs
We close the divide because we know, to put our future first,
of such a terrifying hour
we must first put our differences aside
but within it we found the power
We lay down our arms
to author a new chapter
so we can reach out our arms
To offer hope and laughter to ourselves
to one another
So while once we asked,
We seek harm to none and harmony for all
how could we possibly prevail over catastrophe?

Now we assert
How could catastrophe possibly prevail over us?
We will not march back to what was
but move to what shall be
A country that is bruised but whole,
benevolent but bold,
fierce and free
We will not be turned around
or interrupted by intimidation
because we know our inaction and inertia
will be the inheritance of the next generation
Our blunders become their burdens
But one thing is certain:
If we merge mercy with might,
and might with right,
then love becomes our legacy
and change our children’s birthright
So let us leave behind a country
better than the one we were left with
Every breath from my bronze-pounded chest,
we will raise this wounded world into a wondrous one
We will rise from the gold-limbed hills of the west,
we will rise from the windswept northeast
where our forefathers first realized revolution
We will rise from the lake-rimmed cities of the midwestern states,
we will rise from the sunbaked south
We will rebuild, reconcile and recover
and every known nook of our nation and
every corner called our country,
our people diverse and beautiful will emerge,
battered and beautiful
When day comes we step out of the shade,
aflame and unafraid
The new dawn blooms as we free it
For there is always light,
if only we’re brave enough to see it
If only we’re brave enough to be it
Courtesy of cnn
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UFC 257: Poirier vs. McGregor, the Rematch

Andrew Lee ’22
Sports Associate

Back in 2014, a buzzed-up, brash
Dustin Poirier faced a skinny, pale,
braided-hair Conor McGregor at
UFC 178 in Las Vegas. At the time,
McGregor’s Ric Flair-esque trash
talking and “Mystic Mac” predictions had started to turn some
heads, but he had yet to become
a household name. On the other
hand, Poirier was merely an average
145-pound fighter; though he was
far from a journeyman, he certainly wasn’t a championship-caliber
featherweight. As much as it was a
fight, it was also a psychological war.
By hurling quick-witted verbal jabs
at Poirier in pre-fight press conferences and hotel lobbies, McGregor
threw Poirier’s game plan off track.
Leading up to the fight, Poirier was
seen on video saying, “I’ve never disliked somebody that much.” With
half the battle already won outside
the cage, McGregor inevitably finished the aggressive and noticeably
overthinking and hesitant Poirier in
a mere two minutes. At the time, it
would have been hard to imagine
both McGregor and Poirier meeting again seven years later, but as
both fighters have trudged through
highs and lows, they will merge
paths once again at UFC 257 in a
contest for lightweight supremacy.
After suffering defeat to McGregor, Poirier has found great
success after moving up to the
155-pound lightweight division.
His championship run started in
2017 after consecutive wins over
former champions and contenders.
He pounced on his opportunity
for gold, as he secured the Interim

Lightweight Championship over
then-Featherweight
Champion
Max Holloway. Poirier’s trademark ability was to bite down on
his mouthpiece, withstand shots,
and overwhelm his opponents with
some of his own heavy-handed
blows. He had retained his brawler
mentality, but with much more
poise. However, like many other
elite 155-pound fighters, Poirier
ultimately suffered a devastating
defeat to Lightweight Champion
Khabib Nurmagomedov in 2019.
Poirier was utterly dominated, and
it was clear he was levels behind the
champion.
McGregor, on the other hand,
took a one-way trip to superstardom. Just a year after defeating
Poirier, he would win the Featherweight Championship with a
13-second knockout (KO) over
Jose Aldo. But McGregor was in
constant search of bigger and better things. In 2016, he became the
“Champ-Champ” after moving
up to lightweight and becoming
the first fighter ever to hold two
championships simultaneously. The
year after that, he pursued a boxing
match against Floyd Mayweather,
which he lost, but earned roughly
$85 million in the process. However, his path to glory went astray, as
he returned to the octagon against
Nurmagomedov in 2018 just to suffer a humiliating defeat. Worse than
his performance was McGregor’s
over-the-top insults, criminal behavior, and lack of discipline.
But last year saw both fighters bounce back in signature ways;
McGregor returned in another
spectacular first round KO over
Donald Cerrone, while Poirier

Poirier and McGregor’s face each other in the 2014 bout.
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triumphed over lightweight contender Dan Hooker in a 5-round
slugfest. More importantly, both
fighters have gone through changes
as men over the years. The Poirier
of 2014 felt that it was he against
the world; he took critics to heart
and tried to fuel his performance
with that criticism. Since then,
though, Poirier has taken a different approach to his public persona:
charity. In 2018, Dustin and his
wife Jolie Poirier started The Good
Fight Foundation that auctions
off fight-worn memorabilia and
donates the profits to underserved
Louisiana communities. If there’s
one word to describe Poirier now,
it’s authentic. As Poirier changed
his focus in fighting, he quickly
became a fan favorite that fueled
his performances with love for the
sport, family, and his hometown,
Lafayette, Louisiana.
For a man of McGregor’s status, the main question would be:
why does he keep fighting? At one
point, all the fighting scene could

offer to McGregor was money; he
bragged that he was the only man
to triple his net worth for a night’s
work when he fought Mayweather.
But at this point in his career, the
fighting is not so much a financial opportunity as it is a preferred
mode of life. He told The Mac Life,
“[Competition] is when I do all of
my best work.” McGregor has rekindled a passion for the sport—the
same passion that captivated fight
fans early in his career.
Insults, flared-up emotions, and
reckless behavior are behind both
men, and certainly their shared role
as fathers has a lot to do with that.
The fight was originally proposed
by McGregor as a charity match for
Poirier’s The Good Fight Foundation until the UFC ushered a deal
between the two. Since then, McGregor has donated $500,000 to
The Good Fight Foundation, and
in interviews, there has been mutual
respect between the two.
As for the fight itself, the more
technical McGregor is favored. Po-

has the ball, it’s already been passed to
another teammate.
Rugby’s popularity has also faltered
due to safety concerns. Unlike football,
rugby players wear just a mouthguard,
though some opt for a scrum cap
or thin shoulder pads. Research has

elbows, severe bruises, and concussions.
Moreover, dangerous scrummaging is
another source of injuries. A scrum is a
method of restarting the play in rugby
when there is a minor infringement
of the rules––such as knock-ons,
forward passing, or offsides––that
involves players packing closely
together and interlocking their
heads, attempting to
win possession of
the ball. Such
aspects of
the game
force

irier contains an arsenal full of neck
submissions, but McGregor, despite
his reputation for losing via submission, is a capable defensive wrestler,
especially in open areas. McGregor
also wields superior striking both
with his hands and feet, and most
importantly, he has what legendary trainer Firas Zihabi calls “the
touch of death,” in which he can
finish his opponents with one clean
shot. Combined with agile movements and timing, he lands precise
counter-attacks and overwhelms
his opponents when he smells
blood. Poirier is a notorious headhunter and often lunges into his
shots which makes him a counterfighter’s ideal opponent. Though his
brawling style can yield adrenalinepumped brawls, against a technician like McGregor, it could once
again serve as his demise. However,
much of what made the first bout a
doozy was McGregor’s psychological edge; Poirier became too predictable as he overcommitted with
looping hooks. With McGregor’s
verbal assault nullified, it’s possible
Poirier plays the long game with
volume striking, considering that
McGregor’s “touch of death” has
at times come with the cost of his
conditioning.
So, as a crew-cut Poirier and a
bald McGregor face off in 2021,
we’re likely to either see a repeat
of their first outing or a five-round
war. As the sport has evolved besides them, they’ve stood the test
of time; both have become champions, changed their approach to
the sport, and become fathers. UFC
257’s main event will warmly welcome two familiar faces that have
matured through the sport.

Charting Rugby’s Path to a Global Audience

Kyle Park ’23
Sports Associate

When I was attending a British
international school, we cherished the
daily tradition of an afternoon rugby
session. After classes, we tossed our
school bags aside and ran to the fields,
still in our uniforms. Whether we
knew how to execute the stylish ‘step’
or even understood the rules, everyone
joined in and played until we no longer
could see the ball in the dark––a truly
enjoyable experience and valuable time
spent with friends. Yet, after moving to
the United States, the lack of attention
rugby receives took me by surprise.
Rugby, though an official Olympic
sport, seems to have failed to generate
much interest at the international
level. In revenue, the English Super
League (which includes one French
team) earns a mere $80 million dollars
per year, while other top international
sporting leagues like the UEFA
Champions League, a European
soccer competition, and Formula One,
a motor racing championship, earn
approximately $3.5 billion and $2.4
billion dollars, respectively. While it is
true that rugby is relatively popular in
British culture, here are a few factors
that may have hindered rugby from
going mainstream globally.
There are a variety of rugby leagues,
with the most common type of rugby
consisting of 15 players on each
side. This means it’s difficult for any

single player to stand out as an elite
performer. Due to the collective nature
of the game, one player’s talent is not
conclusive in sealing the win; everyone
plays an equally crucial role––be it
the fly-half leading each attack or the
tighthead prop maintaining the front
line and enduring the most impact.
Every sport has its easily identifiable
star that gets the bulk of media
attention and millions
of dollars in
sponsorship
deals.
Soccer
h a s

Cristiano Ronaldo and Lionel Messi;
basketball has Lebron James and
Stephen Curry; football has Tom
Brady and Patrick Mahomes. That
is not to say that rugby lacks its fair
share of superstars. Yet, no matter how
good a particular player is, there’s a
high chance you won’t see his name
on the score sheet at the end of the
game. Supporters need a player they
can consistently root for and follow;
in rugby, by the time you realize who
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shown that every rugby match has
the equivalent level of impact on the
human body of surviving a 50-mph
car crash (yikes!). When these players
are sprinting at full speed to one
another with close to no protective
gear, it is no surprise that accidents
are common. Players are frequently
rushed off the field with fractured
bones, sprained ligaments, dislocated

players
t
o
endure
immense pressure near the shoulder
and spine area, especially when
scrums collapse. The inner strength
and courage within rugby players are
remarkable, yet the sport barely guards
against potential injuries, so ordinary
people will most likely shy away and
be attracted to safer sports.
So, what must change for rugby to
climb the ladder of global success?
Promoting safer versions of rugby,

such as tag or touch rugby, might be
the quickest way to garner people’s
interest. Both touch and tag rugby
are variations of the game that do not
involve tackling, greatly limiting the
possibility of injuries. Though noncontact, other versions of rugby can
be played with great intensity; in fact,
touch rugby exists as an organized
sport in its own right. While some
enjoy rugby’s traditional “tough-guy”
nature, these modified versions of
rugby may encourage more people to
play the sport, increasing viewership
and popularity.
In terms of changes to regulations,
rugby should also consider modifying
their scrum policies. W hile
scrummaging has been an integral part
of rugby tradition, it can often make
the game repetitive to watch when a
scrum fails multiple times. Hence, one
way around the scrum issue would be
to award the team in possession with a
tap and go when a scrum collapses for
the second time.This way, scrums won’t
take up a large portion of the game,
allowing for more fast-paced action.
Like any sport, rugby has its
appeal––exciting crowds with intense
tackles and a fast-paced territorial
fight. In light of the dwindling global
popularity, however, the World Rugby
governing body may need to take note
of certain criticisms of the game and
how it is played. Maybe then, a wider
audience might enjoy the excitement
rugby has to offer.
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When Animals Interrupt the Sports we Love

Grant Shueh ’23
Features Associate

Sometimes, we forget that our manmade stadiums and structures aren’t invulnerable to the natural world. Covid-19 has
reminded us of the extent to which nature
can interfere with sports, as the pandemic
has been postponing seasons, preventing fans from attending live games, and
infecting players. I’m usually not a big
fan of harkening back to glory days we
remember more fondly than we should,
but it’s fun to reminisce upon when the
natural-world interruptions in sports were
less virus-related and more like the occasional kangaroo hopping onto the course
in a golf tournament. Here are a few of my
favorite animal interruptions:
Squirrel Strikes Blow in
Squirrels-Baseball Rivalry
The eastern gray squirrel is ubiquitous
in the American Northeast. You have
probably seen a few of these rodents
hoarding food and prancing around Lawrenceville’s campus. During a Philadelphia
Phillies-Colorado Rockies baseball game,
an eastern gray scampered across the field,
drawing play to a halt. The camera panned
to the squirrel’s swift, graceful galloping as the squirrel reminded the crowd
that remarkable athletic exploits aren’t

limited to humans. Seemingly making
eye contact with the catcher, the squirrel
froze, exhibiting its characteristic indecisiveness that torments drivers all over the
Northeast. The squirrel took a few uncertain steps as the whole ballpark awaited
the squirrel’s next move. Eventually, the
squirrel wandered to the edge of
the field. Play resumed as the
squirrel continued to frantically prance across the
field, seemingly visiting
every single corner of
the ballpark. The Rockies won 3-1 against the
Phillies, but the squirrel,
in a show-stealing display
of athleticism, secured a victory in
the more important competition—the
longstanding squirrels vs. baseball rivalry for the fans’ attention (see: squirrels in Marlins-Phillies, Indians-Royals,
Tigers-Indians, and Reds-Mets games).
Rebellious Pigeons become
Fan-Favorites
Pigeons were bred and domesticated
for the cities because of their homing instinct; they are remarkably good at finding
their way home. Pigeons are pretty similar to humans, actually—they have found
greater success in urban environments,
mate for life (though not always hap-

pily), and are really good at causing mass
disruption. As such, pigeons have been
a recurring hindrance to several sporting events. When they were in Oakland,
the NFL’s Raiders were repeatedly interrupted by flocks of pigeons. Tennis tournament Wimbledon hired a falconer to
keep pigeons off the court. Pigeons even
infiltrated a game between the Texas
Rangers and Toronto Blue Jays
despite the stadium possessing

season, more than any other duo in the league.
Players to Watch
Stefon Diggs, wide receiver, Buffalo: Diggs
led the NFL in both receptions (127) and
receiving yards (1535) during
the regular season, and his
addition to the Bills’ offense
is a major reason for Josh
Allen’s drastic improvement
from 2019. In his last seven
games, Diggs is averaging a
ridiculous nine receptions and
118 receiving yards per game.
Diggs’ route running is top
notch and he has been able
to find soft spots in defenses
all season by losing opposing
cornerbacks on his routes. On
top of that, the Chiefs do not
have a true lockdown corner
to keep up with him, spelling
trouble for Kansas City.
Tyrann Mathieu, safety, Kansas City: All
the Chiefs’ buzz surrounds their offensive
playmakers; however in a high scoring backand-forth game, the difference will come
down to which defense is able to force more
turnovers. Mathieu didn’t make first-team AllPro for nothing: He’s an instinctive playmaker
who snagged a career high six interceptions
this past season, then added another one in
the Divisional Round against the Cleveland

Browns.If the Chiefs defense is able to bait Josh
Allen into an interception or jar a ball loose,
Mathieu will most likely be responsible for it.
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a closed roof. The invading pigeons were
met with huge cheers, and when Rangers players attempted to scare the pigeons
away, they elicited a chorus of boos from
the crowd.
Three Legged Alligator
Ignored by Golfers
“I heard it’s the size of a dinosaur,” said
New Zealand golfer Danny Lee, referring to the massive three-legged alligator,

dubbed “Tripod,” that regularly wanders
onto the course in PGA’s Zurich Classic
in New Orleans. Golfers nonchalantly
resumed play around the 11-foot apex
predator, walking right past the alligator
to finish up play on the 17th hole. Despite
the copious amounts of pesticides and artificially manicured grass, golf courses attract quite a lot of wildlife. Around New
Jersey, golf courses seem to have been
tailored to the living needs
of Canada geese. Water
hazards in the Deep
South, on the other
hand, contain a surprising
number of chill alligators.
Kangaroos Invade
Australian Open
Not all golf course invaders can be as
relaxed as an alligator. A dozen kangaroos
hopped onto the course during the 2013
Australian Open at the Royal Canberra
Golf Club, holding up play. Just as American golfer Lexi Thompson completed the
ninth hole, a mob of kangaroos invaded
the fairway, causing a brief delay. Play resumed even while the kangaroos remained
on the course. The kangaroos began grazing right next to a putting green, testing
the concentration of nearby golfers.
Weasel Invasion Presents
Moral Conundrum

In March 2013, a pine marten invaded
the field of a Swiss professional soccer
match and, in the middle of gameplay,
began running alongside the players. The
players paused and watched in astonishment as the pine marten ran across the
field, causing utter chaos. A few players and officials briefly attempted to give
chase, diving and throwing objects at the
pine marten, but the pine marten deftly
evaded its pursuers. Eventually, Zurich
defender Loris Benito intervened, diving
and grabbing the pine marten. He sustained a serious weasel bite, but play resumed and the crowd erupted into cheers.
But are we to cheer for Benito? His
intervention allowed gameplay to resume,
but should he really have tackled the weasel? We are biased towards our own kind,
feeling sympathy for Benito’s bite, but the
weasel was provoked! Athletic events exist
for competition, sure, but another aspect
to athletics is the exhibition of athletic
prowess. Can we really blame the pine
marten for showing off its elegant sprinting form on the pitch? Can we admire
both the weasel’s gracefulness and Benito’s
outstanding catch? Who are we even rooting for here? Sure, actual sports are fun to
watch, but the moral ambiguity and complete absurdity make animals interrupting
sports just as interesting as the game itself.

line. Despite the elite passing attacks and the
myriad of offensive weapons on both sides,
the key to success for both teams actually lies
in the trenches—more specifically,
in the battle between the Packers’
offensive line and the Buccaneers’
defensive line.These two teams met
back in Week 6 of the regular season,
where the Bucs handily defeated the
Packers in a 38-10 romp, thanks
in large part to their five sacks on
Aaron Rodgers. Of course, a lot
has changed since Week 6, but if
the Bucs want to beat the Packers
again, they’ll need to maintain
pressure on Rodgers, because as
we’ve seen all year, Rodgers will pick
his opponents apart if they give him
time in the pocket. In the 13 games
where the Packers surrendered at
most one sack, Rodgers had an
average QB rating of 127.6; in the
three games where he took two or more sacks,
his average rating was an 85.4. On the other
hand, the Bucs are 9-1 in games where they
have three or more sacks. Suffice it to say, the
pressure that the Bucs defense puts on Aaron
Rodgers will shape the outcome of this contest.
Players to Watch
Devin White, linebacker, Tampa Bay
Buccaneers: White led the Bucs’ defense with
team-highs in total tackles (140) and tackles

for loss (18), earning himself a second-team
All-Pro nod in just his second season. He’s a
major reason for the Bucs’ league-best rushing
defense that held opponents to only 80.6 yards
per game, and he’s coming off of an impressive
Divisional Round performance where he
totaled 11 total tackles and an interception
against the New Orleans Saints. His speed
allows him to drop back into coverage, and his
size allows him to match up against tight ends
quite well. If he can neutralize the Packers’ star
tight end Robert Tonyan, often Rodgers’safety
blanket in crucial moments, White can help
force the Packers offense off the
field in key spots.
Aaron Jones, running back, Green Bay
Packers: Jones will have his hands full going up
against the top rushing defense in the league;
however behind the Packers’ stout offensive
line, he’ll have opportunities to get to the
second level and do what he does best: make
opponents miss tackles. Jones ranked fourth in
the NFL in yards after contact, and his ability
to find the end zone makes him a threat to
the Bucs’ top-rated defense. He topped 100
scrimmage yards last week, and as the weather
gets colder in Green Bay, the Packers offense
will lean on Jones to be the workhorse.
Game Prediction
Green Bay 27 - Tampa Bay 24

2020 NFL Playoffs: Storylines and Predictions

Michael Sotirescu ’22
Sports Associate

AFC Championship: #2 Buffalo Bills at #1
Kansas City Chiefs
The American Football Conference (AFC)
Championship brings fans a battle between
the top two offenses (in yards per game) in the
National Football League (NFL), as the 13-3
Buffalo Bills travel to Kansas City to face the
14-2 Chiefs.This game has “quarterback (QB)
shootout”written all over it, featuring a muchanticipated battle between two of the best
young QBs in the league. Patrick Mahomes,
the reigning Super Bowl Most Valuable Player
(MVP), leads the NFL’s top passing offense in
the Chiefs per ESPN, while Josh Allen and the
Bills possess the third-ranked passing attack.
One thing to keep track of throughout the
week is Mahomes’ status for the game, as he
entered concussion protocol after taking a big
hit in the Divisional Round of the playoffs.
For the Bills, the key to upsetting the Chiefs
will be to utilize Allen’s legs, given Allen’s X
factor ability to escape the pocket and extend
plays. Moreover, the Bills are 8-0 in games
when Allen scores a rushing touchdown. The
Chiefs should trust the formula they’ve used
all year: get the ball into the hands of their
playmakers, namely tight end Travis Kelce and
receiver Tyreek Hill, who have combined for
192 receptions and 2692 receiving yards this
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Game Prediction
If Mahomes plays: Kansas City 38 - Buffalo 31
If Mahomes doesn’t play: Buffalo 24 - KC 16
NFC Championship: #5 Tampa Bay
Buccaneers at #1 Green Bay Packers
It’s Tom Brady vs. Aaron Rodgers, need I
say more? This game will be one for the ages,
as two of the greatest QBs of all time duel
it out with a trip to the Super Bowl on the
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Song of the week

Big Bootie Mix 11

see: The Lonely Island

Call me maybe

Mandalorian Soundtrack seriously, its good

finally taking my driver's test
tomorrow... driver's license?

Entire Dua Lipa Album

2021 prediction

I win my fantasy basketball
AND football league

No one will best Bernie
Sanders' inauguration 'fit

Kelly Oubre will cause global
warming

A literal alien invasion
wouldn't surprise me

i get my driver's license

Gabe will be replaced

“I really wish that I was,
like, strong enough to not go
online.” – Pete Davidson

"Yesterday is history,
tomorrow is a mystery, today
is a gift, that's why it's called
the present." - Oogway

"Do, or do not, there is no
try." -Little green guy

“I wish there was a way toknow
you're in the good old days
before you've actually left
them.” - Andy Bernard

"Why don't players send a
fastball everytime? Because I
would assume you would try
your best as an athlete every
play?" - Me

Senior quote candidate

""You miss 100% of the
shots you don't take" -Wayne
Gretzky" -Michael Scott

